A modified technique for percutaneous dilatational tracheostomy: A retrospective review of 60 cases.
We describe a modified technique for percutaneous dilatational tracheostomy (PDT) using intermittent bronchoscopy and ultrasound (US). This method requires 1 single physician operator and no special airway adjuncts. Our aim is to reduce the complications associated with the current popular PDT technique, that is, accidental intraprocedural airway loss, intraprocedural bleeding, and hypoventilation associated with use of continuous bronchoscopy. This is a retrospective review of all PDTs performed on intensive care unit patients at a single nonacademic hospital by a pulmonologist using the modified PDT technique. Sixty consecutive PDT procedures were performed using the modified technique. Forty-five percent of the patients were considered high-risk individuals for PDT. There were no deaths from the modified PDT procedure. There were no major complications including accidental extubation, major bleeding, posterior tracheal wall laceration, pneumothorax, hemodynamic instability, severe hypoxemia, or infection. The failure rate of PDT was 1.6%. There was no puncture of the bronchoscope, endotracheal tube, or endotracheal tube balloon. All procedures were performed by 1 single physician operator. Our modified technique demonstrates a potential to reduce accidental intraprocedural airway loss and intraoperative bleeding associated with PDT while possibly improving gas exchange and saving procedural costs. This technique needs to be comparatively studied with current popular PDT technique in a prospective trial to firmly establish associated risks and benefits.